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Tell Them Who I Am
Introduction to Sociology 2e
A sociology program written exclusively for high school students Sociology and You
is written by successful authors with extensive experience in the field of sociology.
Meet American Sociological Association standards for the teaching of sociology in
high school with this comprehensive program.

Sociology and You, Student Edition
Introduction to Sociology
Essentials of Sociology
Evaluation of the Troubled Children Under Twelve Project
Introduction to Empirical Sociology
Applied Historical Studies
Sociology, an Introduction
Introduction to Sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical, onesemester introductory sociology course. It offers comprehensive coverage of core
concepts, foundational scholars, and emerging theories, which are supported by a
wealth of engaging learning materials. The textbook presents detailed section
reviews with rich questions, discussions that help students apply their knowledge,
and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways. The second
edition retains the book's conceptual organization, aligning to most courses, and
has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and provide examples
most relevant to today's students. In order to help instructors transition to the
revised version, the 2e changes are described within the preface. The images in
this textbook are grayscale. Authors include: Heather Griffiths, Nathan Keirns, Eric
Strayer, Susan Cody-Rydzewski, Gail Scaramuzzo, Tommy Sadler, Sally Vyain, Jeff
Bry, Faye Jones

Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime
Sociology of Urbanization
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The Structure of Social Systems
Social Life and Personality
Designed for students of educational sociology, this book presents a series of
problems. Each problem deals with a specific scenario, designed to give definition
and direction to thoughts regarding solutions. There follows a case, illustrating the
problem so as to prompt reflection on the principles of educational sociology that
could be applicable. A group of discussion questions follows, and sources of further
specific readings are listed at end of each of the problems. Completion of the
problems should allow students to clearly grasp the meaning of education, the
meaning of sociology, the intimate relationship between the two, their relationship
to other social sciences, and the type of social problems that are amenable to
solutions involving both education and sociology.

Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime,
Report on Juvenile Justice and Consultants' Papers
This text and reader presents the fundamental concepts and principles of sociology
in a highly readable, concise way. It illustrates these core concepts and principles
through thought-provoking readings drawn from a variety of classic and
contemporary sources.

Sociology of Families
Sociology
Comprehensive, contemporary, and cross-cultural in perspective, this book
provides a sociological approach to education-- from several theoretical
approaches and their practical application, to current educational issues, to the
structure and processes that make education systems work. Using an open
systems model as a framework, it shows the formal organization of schools with
structure, goals and processes; the informal organization with hidden curriculum,
organization climate, etc.; the external environment that influences what goes on
in the school, including financing, parent(s), community interest groups, etc.;
processes such as stratification and change; higher education. Diagrams show
interrelationships between topics. For educators and anyone interested in the
sociology of education and schools.

The Publishers Weekly
The family patterns seen in recent decades—cohabitation, divorce, nonmarital
childbearing, same-sex marriage and childrearing—can seem like radical changes
from the past. But upon closer examination, many are consistent with broader
trends that have been going on for centuries. Sociology of Families: Change,
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Continuity, and Diversity considers this tension between change and continuity,
situating families in a social, historical, and economic context, and emphasizing
how these contexts create family diversity and inequality. By incorporating diverse
family structures into each chapter, author Teresa Ciabattari has written a text that
challenges idealized assumptions about how families should be, and instead
explores the complex realities of how families actually are.

Sociology
Interviewing and Communication in Social Work
Introduction to Sociology
The Sociology of Education
He observes them, creating portraits that are intimate and objective, while
breaking down stereotypes and dehumanizing labels often used to describe the
homeless. Liebow writes about their daily habits, constant struggles, their humor,
compassion and strength.

Sociology
the Dynamics of Social Interation
Sociology
Sociology and Social Life
An Introduction to Sociology and Social Problems
National Directory of Sociology of Education and Educational
Sociology
Problems in Educational Sociology
Task Force Reports
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Sociology, a Liberating Perspective
Mathematical Sociology
A comprehensive reference almanac with up-to-date information on the United
States contains portraits of each state, with rankings in one hundred key areas
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